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NYC Landscape Designer Chooses AgroSci Green Wall for new Brooklyn Luxury Hotel
A New York City landscape design firm has chosen a large AgroSci green wall for the lobby of the
recently opened 1 Hotel Brooklyn Bridge.
Harrison Green designed and AgroSci erected the wall inside the exclusive eco-hotel in Brooklyn’s
iconic Dumbo neighborhood. AgroSci has installed green walls at all three 1 Hotel properties.
“Harrison Green approached AgroSci with a unique concept, and we jointly turned the idea into
reality” AgroSci CEO Chris Pianta said. “Their design succeeds brilliantly in bringing nature indoors,
in line with 1 Hotel’s eco-theme. I am honored that Harrison Green chose us for this innovative
project.”
“Harrison Green transformed AgroSci parts into a work of art,” AgroSci President Mark Prescott said.
“The living wall Harrison Green designed adds warmth, beauty and nature to the hotel’s lobby. We
are pleased and proud to have participated in this cutting edge project.”
The living wall’s plants are set against a steel and concrete wall in 1 Hotel Brooklyn Bridge’s lobby.
The plants sprawl from the base to the top of the 25-foot wall, creating a feeling of transition from
urban to nature. Just as in nature, the plants will grow out, changing the wall’s look over time.
AgroSci also provided and installed a three-story green wall on the façade of 1 Hotel Central Park
at 1414 Sixth Ave. in midtown Manhattan, named last year’s best new urban hotel in the world by
Wallpaper Magazine. In addition AgroSci did the façade green walls at 1 Hotel South Beach and an
Aerogation™ living wall in the property’s ballroom.
AgroSci’s patented Aerogation™ air-purifying system delivers air directly into root systems,
amplifying about 200 times plants’ natural ability to break down toxins, chemicals, including
dangerous VOCs, allergens and other impurities. For details on our unique technology, visit the Air
Purification section of AgroSci’s website.
Other AgroSci projects include Aerogation™ green walls at Gunther & Co. Restaurant in Baltimore,
Md. and J. Crew in Brooklyn, N.Y. For photos of those and other installations, visit the projects page
of our website.
For pricing and installation information or to talk to an AgroSci representative, contact us through
the contact page of our website. If you are interested in becoming an AgroSci distributor, we have
opportunities in the US and overseas.
AgroSci is based in Colchester, Ct.
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